Ranch in Creston is looking to fill both a part time and full-time ranch hand position.

The ranch hand is responsible for assisting in the general maintenance and upkeep of the ranch property and buildings along with supporting the livestock and agricultural enterprises of the ranch.

Duties and Responsibilities include, but are not limited to:

- Repairs and regular/seasonal maintenance of fences, culverts, ditches and roads.
- Repairs and maintenance of irrigation throughout property.
- Range and Forestry management is to be worked on throughout the year
- Seasonal irrigation work will require the setting up and moving of hand set pipe and sprinklers for irrigated pasture and crops
- Assisting in set up and moving of electric fencing, checking/providing water and security of livestock
- Assisting with animal pasture movement as needed
- Weed abatement- seasonal and regular maintenance
- Daily record keeping and reporting

We are looking for a responsible individual who can work as a team and as an individual. Good communication and the willingness to learn, reliability and enthusiasm are greatly appreciated. Weekdays and weekends are available.

Pay is $16 an hour

Please call or email for more information and an application.

805 226 8418
manager@crestonenterprises.com